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Opening 
Opened with Mike Chantler’s Slides about Well Sorted. First, he outlined the agenda. 

Agenda: 

12:30 – Agenda and Well Sorted overview/reminder  (Mike, 3 mins, 3 slides) 

12:40 - Current use cases and examples of good practice (all, 30 mins) 

13:00 - Detail short term improvements (all, 15 mins) 

13:15 - Future possible use cases (all, 30 mins) 

13:45 - Wrap-up/next steps (10 mins) 

14:00 – End 

Although the agenda was not followed, the topics were mostly covered during the meeting. 

Well Sorted Overview/Reminder 
Well Sorted Step 1 – Set up the study, pick a name etc. 

Well Sorted Step 2 - The most important part is to define the question. You can have up to four 

answers to 1 question. Email URL around, can monitor it, etc. 

Well Sorted Step 3 – You cannot go back and add more items once the sort is open! 

Well Sorted Step 4 – Choose the number of groups you want, Well Sorted takes average sort and 

gives you several outputs. Tree Map, Dendrogram, Heat Map, Raw Data Table. Heatmap useful to 

show how collegiate a group is. The more yellow/red the less diverse the ideas are. So, might want 

to put your best facilitators in the bluer areas. Tree Maps also show the most similar groups by 

placing them close to each other. If you can take away a line and leave a rectangle, those two groups 

of ideas are closest and so will ‘merge’ well. 

In summary, it tends to give more of a voice to the silent majority, turning them into a happier, 

colligate bunch. 

Current Uses and Examples of Best Practice 
John Baird (JB): Suggested that breakout session plenary feedback should be videoed as that is a rich 

source of information.  Noted that there could be difficulties transferring Well Sorted output 

between different meetings. Mike Chantler (MC) suggested that involving the second meeting in the 

first Well Sorted study might increase the buy in/ownership of the second meeting in the result. 

Nick Cook (NC): Used Well Sorted at a strategy meeting to develop priorities for their theme. Used 

an open question: What are the research challenges? Used the Tree Map to explore connections 

across the boundaries and used this to drive an analysis of the gaps. Small problem in making sure 

they kept on track with the stages. Tom Methven (TM) mentioned that you need to get people 

recruited a little earlier that usual, down to the 3 or 4 week lead time. NC - Found it a slightly tricky 

to pull it all together afterwards, but was helped by getting the participants to filter some of the 
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ideas during the meeting. NC asked if it would be possible to get users to prioritise items (discussed 

more later). 

Richard Gunn (RG): People can see that things are grouped, but it’s tricky for people to see how 

consistent the groups are and would therefore like some measurement of this. Important to note 

that if people don’t want to do the sorting, it’s hard to get them to do it with any tool, but Well 

Sorted provides a legitimacy to the sort which allowed them to move forward with the process. No 

one objected to the sort. Well Sorted exposes whether people will buy in to the process at the sort 

stage, rather than at the meeting. 

Chris Turner (CT): You can use it without getting people to submit ideas. You can add the ideas 

yourself and get participants to sort them. Us having the ability to add the definitions in and getting 

them to group it, at least gives them some control over what discussion groups they end up in the 

workshop. As soon as it is seen as arbitrary, people don’t like it and Well Sorted gets around this. As 

they had 100 items, which was too many, the used Research Perspectives to get some semantic 

mappings, and group grants instead. Didn’t work quite so well, because people didn’t quite 

understand the results. Perhaps a function of the high-level nature of the GOW descriptions. Asked 

whether we do partial sorts on the system, with people just sorting the top 20 they are most 

comfortable with? TM – The functionality already exists within Well Sorted, but we’re currently 

unsure how it would affect the groups, but would be interested in testing it with people. Recent 

work done in Heriot-Watt seems to imply the sort is relatively stable, but needs further investigation 

MC: Described Research Perspectives and stated that it used Topic Modelling. This relies on 

language, so it can sometimes get confused, as it isn’t as clever as people. 

CT: Would be good to have the ability to ‘reverse’ Well Sorted. Can we decide what the groups are 

and then get them to add things to the groups? Does x contribute to y? A categorisation task. 

RG: It’s important to make people aware how conclusive the data is and it can be difficult to 

communicate that some groups are more ‘fuzzy’ than others. It is good to tell people it’s just an 

input and it is the discussion that is important, not necessarily the groups. 

CT: You can probe your participants, however, and find out why they grouped things that way. 

Sometimes it can be interesting to work out why a group is fuzzy, for example. E.g. SAT might sort 

thing in a very specific way as they’ve had it drilled into them, whereas another group might not. 

NC: This ‘fuzziness’ is why the prioritisation in the groups might be good. It could allow you to 

determine why the group is fuzzy, or whether the fuzziness is important. 

TM: Could add in the functionality to ‘star’ items. Could be the 5 most important items, or one per 

group which is the ‘representative’ one of the group. 

NC: Could we average these priorities/important things? 

Matt Lodge (ML): As organises often know the number of groups they want ahead of time, +/- 1, he 

proposed a possible fifth stage – Organiser picks range of groups, say 5 – 7. Participants then pick 

the map which they like best (from the different number of groups) and get them to prioritise the 

colours in each map? 
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Miriam Dowle (MD): Used Well Sorted to group portfolio research areas and used the output for an 

icebreaker. At the meeting, each delegate was given the same number of their names as there were 

delegates.  Got everyone to introduce themselves to each other and put their names on the research 

areas on their colleagues Tree Maps.  

MD: At a separate meeting, I allowed two groups per colour for the biggest groups, but there was 

some anxiety about what the other group was doing in their colour. Important to manage this in the 

meeting. 

MC: As an attendee, he found this very helpful to get an overview of meeting attendance and 

balance of attendees. Gave a sense of security, as he knew the balance and coverage of interests in 

the room. 

MC: At MD’s separate meeting, it was interesting that two different groups in the same colour came 

up with different interpretations. At the meeting stage, it’s still difficult to get an output which 

doesn’t take too much effort for the organiser to collate without careful planning (referencing NC). 

MC: To help this, we’ve been thinking about an in meeting Well Sorted version, we’ve got a rough 

and ready version of it ready. Would allow people to connect to a local router and do the sorting in 

the meeting. Would allow us to add extra functionality, such as the chord diagrams as we did with 

the NoNs and which ML used to summarise a workshop’s output to a Strategic Advisory Team. Three 

ways people use the structuring. Split them up into breakout groups, people discuss their colour and 

then report, and you have to capture that reporting. The second way is to get people to colour-code 

badges and then go and talk to someone in another colour group. Good way of getting people 

jumbled up and talking to each other. Good icebreaker! This can also be used for networking and 

allow attendees to get a makeup of the meeting, as opposed to strategy development. RG used this 

at a ECR meeting. 

RG: People are more willing to do the work in the meeting than homework. So the in meeting Well 

Sorted might be very powerful. Seconded by JB. Many people expressed the difficulty of getting 

people to do work after the meeting. 

Amber Vater (AV): Would be useful to be able to break down the ideas into 2 or 3 groups, and then 

group then internally at the meeting. She used a different meeting style. Had 73 ideas from several 

institutions. These ideas were then sorted by attendees, but at the meeting they had the bility to 

alter/change the groupings to ‘fine tune’ them. Ran gap analysis in the meeting. Added numbers to 

the ideas to make sure she could trace the ideas back to the full documents. 

RG: Well Sorted is particularly useful when trying to get high-level agreement on a difficult topic, or 

with those who don’t really agree. Could use Well Sorted as a ‘get out of jail free’ card. Allowed him 

to go back to it and say ‘let’s step back, you all agree they should be together, why?’ Bottleneck 

comes when no one will agree on high level. Well Sorted helps the lines of accountability to be 

clearer. 

AV: The ideas from her participants were very cross-cutting. 

MC: With smaller meetings, the higher up the management tree you go, the more ‘alpha’ characters 

you get. They view it as a loss of control, but once they’ve tried it they seem to relax a bit. 
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Future Uses 
[Mike invited meeting to speculate about future uses] 

MC/TM: People have used Well Sorted for reviewing ideas. The act of sorting them and seeing the 

structuring somehow seems to change/help your thinking. 

MC: Use it with the whole Peer Review collage, consult everyone. There is definitely an appetite for 

it. 

Andrew Wright (AW): What do you do to engage 4,000 people? They are currently just transactional, 

but how do you do more to include with that many people? You can’t visit them all! 

RG: Would love to see Well Sorted used for a public dialogue to help inform research direction. 

Where should the future of technology go, in the view of the public who are funding it? 

CT: People seem to empathise with EPSRC, as they see that the grouping is a difficult job! Helps 

them accept EPSRC’s groups as they can see the task more from EPSRC’s side. One possible problem 

with the public dialogue is that people might not have input into the public stage and so they feel 

they have no ownership. 

RG: Fed back Tom Trewhella’s comments on Well Sorted. He had two suggestions: Adding a 

consensus tool, allowing people to name the groups post-clustering ? Also, there were a couple of 

complaints over the functionality on iPads. 

MC: Asked ‘what is a practical number to sort?’ 

CT: Suggested 50. 

MD: Would be good to have an explanation of how it is going to work up front for participants using 

Well Sorted, either by providing phrasing in the email, or a link to video/explanation. Currently there 

is a video for organises explaining the process, but not much information for potential contributors 

to a study. 

ML: Suggested the ability to turn on an ‘unsortable’ bucket in the interface for people to put items 

they aren’t sure about. Also, a video for publicising it? An audio presentation for teaching the tool? 

Needs to be in business language. Suggested MC/TM check out. Brayleino, facilitation training. 

Delivers branded trading. 

CT: Should look at getting Creativity @ Home, external facilitators, using it. If we could get them 

using it, then they’ll use it elsewhere. Political sensitivity is important problem. This and the need for 

security in the system for some needs were noted as being an important thing to look at. 

MC: Suggested using it for CDTs to provide an overview of the current PhD’s research and of the 

supervisors’ interests. 
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After Meeting Notes / Well Sorted Uses or Upgrades 
Mike Chantler/Richard Gunn: Would it be possible to use Well Sorted at the EPSRC Program 

Managers’ Away Day in order to raise its exposure within EPSRC? 

Amber Vater: My only ‘easy fix’ suggestion is concerning the numbering of the ideas. As I explained 

in the meeting, I added numbers to the ideas to make sure I could trace the ideas back to full 2-

pager word documents that we asked to be submitted with the ideas. This was so the panel could 

read the full ideas in context after the sort and before the meeting.  So I wondered if there is anyway 

of numbering the ideas as you enter them (from the upload) so you don’t have type them into the 

idea titles themselves (loosing valuable characters!) and so they keep this numbering and are not 

allocated a new number after the sort? I would guess this would just be another column on the 

upload? 

Tracy Keys: My only additional comment (a minor detail suggestion, as requested) is that it would be 

great if, when the pdf is generated, you could mouse over the Tree diagram in the pdf and be able to 

see the full description of the item (I know you can do this when you open the tree diagram in a web 

browser). 

Nick Cook: Could Well Sorted be used to somehow ‘translate’ ideas from one community language 

to another. How might this Well Sorted be done/achieved? What would be great is some sort of 

discussion forum which you could have as part of each Well-Sorted study. You would need to have 

the ability to enable / disable it as required (it wouldn’t always be useful / appropriate)  but I’m sat 

here now thinking it would be really, really useful to be able to ask questions / promote thinking for 

my current study. Would also enable people to start a dialogue + make connections with each other 

ahead of the meeting…  


